Guidelines for Vehicle Support
2019 USA Cycling Amateur National Road Championships

Follow Vehicles for Time Trial

U23 riders will be allowed follow cars with qualified drivers. Drivers must have a current USA Cycling annual license or equivalent from a recognized National Federation, and be current in USA Cycling’s Caravan Safety training.

Follow Vehicles for Road Races

Team cars will only be allowed in the U23 and Cat. 1 road races.

For the U23 Road Race, all drivers must have a USA Cycling issued UCI support license or equivalent from a recognized National Federation, and be current in USA Cycling’s Caravan Safety training.

Please note that a UCI support license may not usually be purchased day at the event due to background and SafeSport requirements. For an application please contact Justin Evans at jevans@usacycling.org

For the Cat. 1 Road Race, drivers must have a current USA Cycling annual license or equivalent from a recognized National Federation, and be current in USA Cycling’s Caravan Safety training.

Order of caravan draw:

U23 Road Race: UCI Teams, Domestic Elite Teams, Other Teams, Teams not represented at the Managers Meeting.

Cat. 1 Road Race: Domestic Elite Teams, Other Teams, Teams not represented at the Managers Meeting.

Vehicle Specifications

For the road races, all vehicles must meet the UCI/USAC maximum height of 1.66 meters and must be equipped to support cyclist on the road. No rear mounted racks are allowed.

For the time trial, vehicles must be no larger than a small SUV or minivan.